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Energy transfer mechanisms represent the basis for an array of valuable tools to infer interactions in vitro
and in vivo, enhance detection or resolve interspecies distances such as with resonance. Based upon our
own previously published studies and new results shown here we present a novel framework describing
for the first time a model giving a view of the biophysical relationship between Fluorescence by Unbound
Excitation from Luminescence (FUEL), a conventional radiative excitation–emission process, and biolumi-
nescence resonance energy transfer. We show here that in homogeneous solutions and in fluorophore-
targeted bacteria, FUEL is the dominant mechanism responsible for the production of red-shifted pho-
tons. The minor resonance contribution was ascertained by comparing the intensity of the experimental
signal to its theoretical resonance counterpart. Distinctive features of the in vitro FUEL signal include a
macroscopic depth dependency, a lack of enhancement upon targeting at a constant fluorophore concen-
tration cf and a non-square dependency on cf. Significantly, FUEL is an important, so far overlooked, com-
ponent of all resonance phenomena which should guide the design of appropriate controls when
elucidating interactions. Last, our results highlight the potential for FUEL as a means to enhance
in vivo and in vitro detection through complex media while alleviating the need for targeting.

� 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. Open access under CC BY-NC-SA license. 
1. Introduction

The recent emergence of greatly improved single photon detec-
tors has resulted in major advances in the use of luminescence for
deep-tissue analysis in living, intact organisms. Such state-of-the-
art applications offer robust mainstay technology which has become
a routine part of in vivo pre-clinical studies in diverse disciplines
from development, to cancer, immunology, and infection [1–6].
However, the trend towards in vivo optical imaging has highlighted
new challenges, notably regarding the use of genetically encoded
luminescent probes. Indeed, most natural bioluminescent mole-
cules available as probes for such studies characteristically emit a
blue-green light that is strongly absorbed by biological tissues.
Consequently, the main strategy to enhance luminescent probes
detection has entailed shifting photonic emission towards the long-
er red wavelengths, which are absorbed much less in mammalian
tissue. Such optimization has so far been achieved using either direct
genetic manipulation, and/or resonance energy transfer methods.

In contrast to the success of either red-shifting fluorescent chem-
icals [7] or genetically engineering fluorescent probes [8–10], there
has been rather less progress towards the same with chemilumines-
cent and bioluminescent probes. For example, mutagenesis of the
luciferase from the Renilla reniformis coelenterate has achieved only
modest red emission shifts up to 547 nm from the native 482 nm
[11], far short of the NIR target range of 700–900 nm. The D-lucif-
erin-dependent luciferases from click beetle and firefly emit at sat-
isfactory longer wavelengths, with emission maxima at 595 nm for
the wild-type click beetle [12] and 616 nm for the engineered firefly
luciferase [13,14]. In addition, D-luciferin analogues have been engi-
neered to induce red [15] to NIR [16] bioluminescence without the
need for luciferase manipulation. However, the ATP-requirement
of the D-luciferin-dependent luciferases precludes their use in many
vivo applications due to the extracellular ATP action as an inflamma-
tory trigger of the immune response [17,18].

Consequently, alternative approaches have used Biolumines-
cence Resonance Energy Transfer (BRET). In BRET blue light pho-
tons from the luminescent donor undergo a non-radiative energy
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transfer with spectrally suitable fluorescent acceptor molecules,
thereby yielding an emission of red-shifted photons. Such reso-
nance occurs under the strict condition where the juxtaposition
of the respective molecular dipole moments is on the order of
the Förster radius (2–13 nm, [19–21]), which is characteristic of
the donor–acceptor pair. For example, the ‘‘far-red bioluminescent
protein’’ (FBP), constructed by conjugation of an indocyanine dye
to the Cypridina blue luciferase, exhibited an efficient red shift to
675 nm apparently due to BRET [22]. A plethora of other studies
make claim to the same assertion that resonance is the underlying
mechanism responsible for such luminescence red-shifting in the
presence of suitable fluorophores ([23], and references therein).
However, as a contrast to Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer,
in which the donor displays a fluorescence lifetime change in the
presence of the acceptor, the biochemical production of the BRET
donor precludes the ability to synchronize donor production so
as to measure such lifetime change and validate the mechanistic
claims to resonance.

As an alternative mechanism entailing fluorophore-mediated
red-shifting of bioluminescence, our recent studies have
demonstrated the prevalence of the trivial radiative process under
certain conditions [24]. This radiative phenomenon, or ‘‘Fluores-
cence by Unbound Excitation from Luminescence’’ (FUEL), has
proved powerful since it bypasses the stringent need for a molec-
ular proximity on the order of 10 nm. In our previous articles
[24,25], red light was generated using an Escherichia coli strain
expressing the lux operon (480 nm) in the presence of quantum
dots, independently of covalent conjugation of the moieties. FUEL
was empirically characterized both in vitro and in vivo as a meth-
od utilizing conventional epifluorescence phenomenon occurring
between luminescent sources and spectrally compatible fluoro-
phores. We demonstrated that FUEL occurs over mesoscopic dis-
tances from microns to millimeters under in vivo standard
imaging conditions, which makes it highly exploitable in the con-
text of macroscopic imaging (whole animal and blood samples).
In this report, we establish that FUEL is a generally detectable
phenomenon whose intensity dominates over resonance under
certain in vitro conditions. Our results suggest how FUEL emerges
as a promising new method for detection of molecular targeting
and microscopic proximity at distances where Förster energy
transfer vanishes.

2. Materials and methods

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. E. coli TOP10 (Life Tech-
nologies), Klebsiella pneumoniae 52145 [26] and E. coli DH5a (Life
Technologies) constructs were grown in Luria Bertani (LB) broth
at 30 �C supplemented with Ampicillin 100 lg mL�1. Photobacte-
rium phosphoreum ATCC 11004T was grown in LB supplemented
with 0.5 M NaCl at 22 �C. Strains were grown aerobically on shak-
ers at 250 rpm overnight.

Plasmids and reagents. ‘pPpy_Green’ designates the plasmid
carrying the Photinus pyralis Green thermostable luciferase as a
pGEX-6P-2 GST-fusion (pBR322 ori) [13] and ‘pLux_Blue’ the
Photorhabdus luminescens luxABCDE operon (colE1 ori) [27]. The
Green Renilla luciferase expressing plasmid ‘pGreen_Ren’ was ob-
tained as follows: the Targeting Systems (El Cajon, CA, USA) lucif-
erase was PCR-amplified from pBasic-GrRenLuc using the primers
50-ATGTCCGGCCTGAACGACATCTTCGAGGCTCAGAAAATCGAATGG-
CACGAA-ATGTTGTTGAAAGTTGTGTTTGCTATT-30 and 50-TGCCTG
CTATTGCAGCACAGAA-30, and ligated into the pTrcHis TA
Expression cloning vector (Life Technologies). D-luciferin free acid
(Interchim Cat # 27060I 1 � 1 g) was dissolved in 1X PBS
(Ca- and Mg-free) and neutralized using KOH 3 M to a final pH of
7.4 to a final concentration of 30 mg mL�1, and used as a substrate
for pPpy_green-carrying constructs at a final concentration of
0.6 mg mL�1. Coelenterazine h (Interchim, FW 407.5 g mol�1) stock
was dissolved in 1,2-propanediol to a concentration of
0.5 mg mL�1 and used as a 50� stock to a 25 lM final concentra-
tion. The rabbit polyclonal primary antibody (Ab) against formal-
dehyde-fixed K. pneumoniae 52145 cells, designated as ‘a-Kp’
(50 mg mL�1), was generated in-house according to standard pro-
tocols. Fluorophores and Quantum dots were ordered from Life
Technologies: Alexa-Fluor 647, 700 and 750 conjugates to strepta-
vidin (Cat # S21374, S21383 and S21384) were dissolved in 400 lL
1� PBS to a final concentration of 139 lM fluorophore (DOS 3);
Qtracker 705 non-targeted Quantum dots (Qd705, Cat
#Q21061MP, Lot 1003186, 2.1 lM, QY 0.69); Qtracker 800 non-tar-
geted Quantum dots (Qd800, Cat #Q21071MP, Lot 1081661,
2.0 lM, QY 0.49); Qd705 streptavidin conjugate (SA-Qd705, Cat
#Q10161MP, Lot 1069891, 1.0 lM, QY 0.64).

Instruments. Luminescence and fluorescence measurements
were acquired on a Perkin Elmer IVIS Spectrum or on a Monaco SA-
FAS Flx-Xenius XM as specified. Optical density (600 nm) and Brad-
ford assay (595 nm) measurements were performed using a
Beckman BioPhotometer. Plate absorbance at 500 nm (HABA assay)
was done using the SAFAS.

Correction for time variation. Acquisition of the full lumines-
cence spectra on the IVIS Spectrum necessitated correction for
time variation of the signal over several minutes. Luminescence
in the 520 nm filter, used as an arbitrary reference, was measured
at regular intervals to infer the general trend of the signal. For
each well, the 520 signal intensity was interpolated (cubic spline
interpolation, Mathcad 2001 Professional) at the time of the
measurement of other filters and used for the corresponding
correction.

Biotinylation of the a-Kp antibodies. The primary antibodies were
biotinylated using the Thermo Scientific Pierce EZ-Link Sulfo-NHS-
LC-Biotin (Cat #21327) and the excess reagent was removed from
the antibodies using the Thermo Scientific Pierce Zeba Spin Desalt-
ing Columns 7 K MWCO (Cat #89882). Protein concentration was
measured using the standard Bradford assay (Haut du formulaire
Bio-Rad reagent Cat #500-0006). The degree of biotinylation of
the antibodies was measured using the Thermo Scientific Pierce
HABA assay (Cat #28010). The a-Kp-biotA and a-Kp-biotB biotin-
ylated antibody (Ab) batches were obtained by mixing 100 and
50 lL NHS reagent (10 mM, dissolved in 1� PBS) with 40 and 80
lL a-Kp antibody respectively, and displayed final degrees of sub-
stitution (DOS) of 16 and 4 biotin residues per Ab at final protein
concentrations of 10 and 30 mg mL�1.

Targeted FUEL. Four overnight replicate cultures of K. pneumo-
niae (pLux_blue), washed in 1� PBS, were resuspended in PBS to
an OD of 4 (ca. 4 � 108 CFU mL�1 OD�1). For each replicate, 100
lL PBS, a-Kp antibodies (2 lL a-Kp, 10 lL a-Kp-biotA, 10 lL a-
Kp-biotB or 10 lL PBS for the control) and 100 lL cells were incu-
bated 90 min at 30 �C. Cells were washed three times in PBS, and
resuspended in 196 lL PBS. 4 lL of Qd705 or Alexa-647 streptavi-
din conjugate was added and incubated for 10 min at room tem-
perature. Subsequently, 100 lL of the unwashed sample was
loaded onto a 96-well plate, and 100 lL sample was washed twice
in PBS, resuspended in 100 lL PBS and loaded onto a 96-well plate
for measurements.

Luciferase expression, purification and assay. The thermostable P.
pyralis green luciferase mutant (Ppy GR-TS in Branchini et al. [13])
was expressed and purified from E. coli TOP10 (pPpy_Green)
according to the published protocol. The GST-tagged protein was
eluted in 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 2% glycerol,
1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and 10 mM reduced glutathione, and was
stored at 4 �C supplemented with 800 mM ammonium sulfate
(0.1 mg mL�1). The enzyme (0.02 mg mL�1 final) was assayed in
50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 5 mM ATP,
5 mM MgCl2 and D-luciferin 0.6 mg mL�1.
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3. Energy transfer mechanisms

Bioluminescence enzymatically produces a luminophore by
converting the luciferase substrate into an exciton, which subse-
quently relaxes into the ground state product through emission
of a photon. In the case of the firefly P. pyralis [14] or the click bee-
tle Pyrophorus plagiophthalamus [12], the D-luciferin substrate is
converted to excited oxyluciferin. The Gaussia princeps [28] and
Renilla reniformis [29] convert coelenterazine to excited coelentera-
mide. Upon Fluorescence by Unbound Excitation from Lumines-
cence (FUEL), the produced photons excite fluorophores at short-
to-long distances (nm-cm) depending on the absorbance of the
medium.

As a contrast, during Resonance Energy Transfer (RET) – or För-
ster energy transfer – the exciton energy is transferred non-radi-
atively to a neighboring fluorescent acceptor at distances on the
order of the Förster radius R0. At a donor–acceptor distance equal
to R0, which is typically 2–13 nm [19–21], this transfer is 50% effi-
cient [21]. The distance R0 (in nm), which is a characteristic of the
donor–acceptor pair, depends on the donor quantum yield in the
absence of the acceptor (UD), the area-normalized donor emission
spectrum fD(k) and the acceptor absorbance spectrum – or molar
extinction coefficient e(k) (M�1 cm�1) [30]:

R6
0 ¼

900UDðIn10Þj2

128p5NAn4

Z 1

0
fDðkÞ�ðkÞk4dk ð1Þ

where NA is Avogadro’s number, k the wavelength (in nm), n the
refractive index of the medium (taken as 1.33 for water), j2 the
orientation factor, taken as 2/3 for random donor–acceptor
orientation.

For bioluminescence RET (BRET), the exciton quantum yield UD

can be measured from quantitative bioluminescence spectra
(0.48 ± 0.07 for the firefly luciferase) [31] or from fluorescence
quantum yield of the enzyme product [32] (0.47–0.51 for oxyluci-
ferin [33]). Determination of the Förster radius R0 allows for the
estimation of the distance-dependent resonance energy transfer
efficiency E(r), where r is the donor–acceptor distance [34]:

EðrÞ ¼ R6
0

R6
0 þ r6

ð2Þ

From this expression, a mean exciton-fluorophore distance rDA

greater than 3R0 leads to a very low transfer efficiency (60.01%),
such that the exciton energy will be preferentially dissipated
through a radiative process. For a variety of luminophore–fluoro-
phore pairs of interest, R0 was evaluated by taking the upper bound
UD value of 1 (Table 1):

Since the exciton is produced at the position of the enzyme, the
occurrence of RET depends strongly on the exciton diffusion length
LD, which is the average distance the exciton can travel by diffusion
over its lifetime [35]. LD depends on the exciton diffusion coeffi-
cient D and lifetime s as LD = (4Ds)0.5 [36]. The exciton lifetime
can be estimated from the fluorescence lifetime of the enzyme
product [32,33], and is on the order of 4 ns for coelenteramide
[37] and 2–10 ns for oxyluciferin depending on solvent polarity
[33]. Small molecule diffusion coefficient in cells and aqueous
Table 1
Examples of Förster radii for luminophore–fluorophore pairs of interest.

Alexa-647 Alexa-700 Alexa-750 Qd705 Qd800

Photobacterium 4.48 4.66 4.20 11.7 12.7
pLux_Blue 5.21 5.07 4.50 11.7 12.6
pGreen_Ren 5.80 5.40 4.73 11.6 12.27
pPpy_Green 6.26 5.67 4.93 11.5 11.9
environment is at most 10�5 cm2 s�1 [38]. Calculating LD from
the values above yields a diffusion length upper estimate of 6.3 nm.

Dexter energy transfer via electron exchange, which is the other
known non-radiative energy transfer mechanism [35], is only
effective at distances shorter than for resonance (1–1.5 nm [39]).
Hence, in the simple luminophore–fluorophore geometries of
interest, the Dexter contribution can be neglected compared to
RET [39]. Under conditions in which luminescence predominates
over resonance, the resulting photons are free to excite
fluorophores in the surrounding environment and produce red
shifted photons via FUEL. Depending upon the experimental
configurations, we discuss below the theoretical prevalence of
luminescence over RET, and compare the theoretical RET contribu-
tion to the measured net increase in red photons upon fluorophore
addition.

4. FUEL in solutions

First, we will consider the case in which the luciferase and the
fluorophore are unlinked and homogeneously distributed in solu-
tion. The luciferase can be packed in the bacterial cytoplasmic
space, or mixed as purified enzyme. Due to the rapid kinetics of
the exciton decay compared to its enzymatic formation [31], the
exciton concentration is smaller than that of the luciferase enzyme.
At concentrations of the fluorophore much higher than the purified
enzyme or bacterial cells, the mean distances between fluoro-
phores equals the mean distance between the fluorophore and
the acceptor rDA. The distance between molecules in solution can
be estimated from cf, the number of fluorophores per unit volume,
using r3

DA ¼ 3=ð4pcf Þ. Under the typical experimental conditions
discussed below, the Alexa-Fluor concentrations are on the order
of 4–14 lM, with a R0 of 6.3 nm (Table 1), and the Quantum dots
40–180 nM with a R0 of 12.7 nm. The corresponding RET efficien-
cies at the higher concentrations are 8 � 10�3% and 9 � 10�5% for
the Alexa-Fluor and the Quantum dots respectively (Eq. (2)).
Diffusion-enhanced energy transfer in solutions, discussed by
Lakowicz [34], may become significant at the high diffusivity con-
sidered here (10�5 cm2 s�1), however, only for donor lifetimes
greater than 100 ns. This is much greater than the fluorescence
lifetimes for oxyluciferin and coelenteramide reported above
(2–10 ns and 4 ns, respectively). Hence, we have shown that in
the homogeneous unlinked configuration discussed below, the
fraction of energy channeled through resonance is negligible
compared to luminescence, and that diffusion-enhanced energy
transfer effects can be neglected.

As an example of non-targeted FUEL, E. coli DH5a cells carrying
the pLux_blue plasmid were mixed with non-functionalized Qd705
at the final concentration of 189 nM and visualized using a Perkin
Elmer Ivis Spectrum CCD camera (Fig. 1). The filter signal was nor-
malized to the Open filter of the PBS control. The 100 lL final vol-
ume was visualized in 96-well and 384-well plates, with respective
depths of 2.14 and 8.15 mm. The increased well height afforded a
greater increase of the red shifted photons compared to the PBS
control (Fig. 1B). This mesoscopic geometric effect on the signal
is not caused by resonance since the interspecies distance rDA is
conserved and is therefore a consequence of FUEL.

Such increase in red-shifted photons can be seen with a variety
of luciferase-expressing bacterial suspensions and fluorophores
(Fig. 2A–C), and seems fairly linear with increasing fluorophore
concentrations (Fig. 2). The peak position of the red-shifted pho-
tons matches fairly well that of the corresponding fluorophore
emission, with a peak at about 780 nm for the Alexa-Fluor750
(Fig. 2A), 800 nm for the Qd800 (Fig. 2B), and 680 nm for the
Alexa-Fluor647 (Fig. 2D).

Addition of fluorophores to purified luciferase enzyme also
displays FUEL (Fig. 3), with distinguishable fluorophore emission



Fig. 1. Non-tageted FUEL with E. coli DH5a (pLux_Blue) mixed with Qd705. (A) Experimental setup and detection using the IVIS spectrum. (B) Resulting luminescence profile
in 96- vs. 384-well plates with 189 nM Qd705.

Fig. 2. Non-targeted FUEL between intracellularly produced luminophores and extracellular fluorophores. E. coli TOP10 (pPpy_Green) cells in 384-well plates, supplemented
with D-luciferin substrate, and mixed with (A) SA-Alexa750 and (B) Qd705 at the indicated concentrations. (C) E. coli DH5a (pLux_Blue) in 384-well plates with SA-Alexa700
at the indicated concentrations. (D) E. coli TOP10 cells (pGreen_Ren) in 96-well plates with the indicated SA-Alexa fluorophore conjugates at 13.9 lM, supplemented with
coelenterazine h substrate.
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characteristic peaks as noted above. The lower photon-count ob-
served in the red-to-near-infrared region compared to the PBS con-
trol, particularly significant in Figs. 2C and 3, may be caused by the
absorption of the luminescence basal level by the Alexa-Fluor in
that region. The large Stokes shifts for the Quantum dots compared
to the Alexa-Fluors limit this effect with the former (Figs. 1 and
2B).

For homogeneously distributed fluorophores and excitons (or
clusters of excitons as in a bacterial cell), the theoretical resonance
contribution to the measured signal in various filters can be
estimated using the RET efficiency expression E(r) (Eq. (2)), which
estimates the fraction of the total input signal (or Open filter
signal) transferred by resonance at distance r. Importantly, akin
to FUEL (or trivial radiative energy transfer), the total RET red-
shifted photons distribute themselves according to the emission
spectrum of the fluorophore. Hence in the 20 nm BP filters cen-
tered at a wavelength k, the fraction of the RET photons FFEM(k)
emitted is:

FFEMðkÞ ¼
R kþ10

k�10 FEMðxÞdxR1
0 FEMðxÞdx

ð3Þ

where FEM(k) is the fluorophore raw emission spectrum. As a first
order approximation which accounts for the contribution of the
nearest fluorophores, the net increase in photon flux IRET(k, rDA) in
the filter k resulting from RET over a distance rDA is:

IRETðk; rDAÞ ¼ IOPEN � FFEMðkÞ � EðrDAÞ ð4Þ

where IOPEN is the photon flux (p s�1 cm�2) in the open filter with no
added fluorophore, which provides an estimate of the input flux of
exciton energy which can be channeled though resonance. The dis-
tance rDA can be estimated from the known fluorophore concentra-
tion as discussed above.

In order to ascertain the predominance of FUEL as the main en-
ergy transfer mechanism responsible for the increase of red-shifted
photons upon fluorophore addition, the experimental values in
Figs. 1–3 were compared to the theoretical RET contribution (Ta-
ble 2). These results establish that resonance contributes at most
2.7% of the measured signal in the homogeneous setup described
above. At the high concentrations used, RET may contribute a net
increase in red photons on the order of 1% for the Alexa-Fluor
and 0.001% for the Quantum dots.

5. Targeted FUEL

Second, we will consider the configuration in which fluoro-
phores are targeted to the cell wall of bacteria expressing
cytoplasmic luciferase (Fig. 4). The minimum distance between
Fig. 3. Non-targeted FUEL using purified luciferase and fluorophores in solution.
The Photinus pyralis green thermostable mutant protein (Branchini et al. [13]) was
purified and assayed as described in Section 2, and visualized in 96-well plates
upon fluorophore addition.
the cytoplasmic exciton and the extracellular fluorophore is the
thickness of the cell wall, not accounting for targeting proteins
such as antibodies (5 nm, [40]), streptavidin (5 nm, [41]) nor for
the presence of a capsular layer (60–150 nm for K. pneumoniae,
10 nm for E. coli [42]). The bacterial cell wall thickness is typically
greater than 30 nm [43]: in the Gram negative E. coli, the cell wall
thickness reports vary between 30 nm [44] and 33 nm [45], while
it is on the order of 40 nm in the Gram positive Staphylococcus aur-
eus [45]. In addition, the analysis below neglects the physical char-
acteristics of the commercial quantum dots, which commonly
display a 8–11 nm-thick protective layer around the 4–8 nm
diameter fluorescent core [46].

The excitons, which are generated uniformly within the cytosol,
might diffuse significantly through the cell wall during their life-
time s, allowing for the possibility of RET to occur. The exciton life-
time is the average duration between its production and its
relaxation. The system geometry is described below using spheri-
cal coordinates, where r is the distance from the center of the bac-
terium, Rcy is the cytoplasmic radius of 500 nm, and RF is the
distance between the center of the bacterium and the targeted
fluorophore (536 nm, Fig. 4B). The overall fraction of photons
which undergo resonance (Etot) can be calculated by multiplying
the fraction of excitons at r by the RET efficiency E(RF � r), and inte-
grating over r. The excitons are produced within the cytoplasm in
which they are assumed to maintain a constant concentration. In
addition, they diffuse through the cell wall during their lifetime s
of 10 ns to create a steady-state concentration gradient according
to Fick’s law of diffusion [36]. The contribution of the cytoplasmic
excitons (Ecyto) is,

Ecyto ¼
3
R3

F

Z Rcy

0
r2 � EðRF � rÞdr ð5Þ

and the contribution of the excitons diffusing through the cell wall
(Ecw) is

Ecw ¼
3
R3

F

Z RF

Rcy

r2 � EðRF � rÞ � erfc
r � Rcyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4Ds
p

� �
dr ð6Þ

where the term erfc(x) denotes the complementary error function,
and describes the steady-state exciton concentration gradient
within the cell wall. For the calculations below, we chose the fol-
lowing more realistic parameters: a diffusion coefficient D of
5 � 10�6 cm2 s�1, which reflects the fact that diffusivity in cells
is at least half that in water [38], an effective fluorophore-cyto-
plasm distance of 36 nm accounting for the size of the Ab–SA com-
plex (Fig. 4B), and a lifetime s of 10 ns. In the targeted
configuration, the total RET contribution fraction for the Qdot,
R0 = 12.6 nm, is 1.2 � 10�4, calculated according to Eqs.(5) and
(6). For fluorophores the efficiency will be even lower as their För-
ster radius is usually much smaller. Hence, we have shown that in
the targeted bacterial cell configuration described above, the frac-
tion of energy channeled through resonance is negligible com-
pared to luminescence, that is, a fraction on the order of 10�4

for the conservative parameters chosen.
As an example of targeted FUEL, K. pneumoniae bacterial cells

were selectively labeled using biotinylated 1� antibodies, washed
and added to a solution of streptavidin-conjugated Alexa-Fluor
647 or Qd705. This final solution was divided into an unwashed
vs. a washed aliquot and tested for fluorescence and luminescence
(Fig. 5). In order to provide an internal normalization factor analo-
gously to BRET [47–50], the luminescence signal was normalized to
the 500 nm filter signal (20 nm BP) for the Alexa-Fluor 647 and to
the 600 nm signal for the Qd705. This normalization wavelength
was chosen to exclude the region of fluorophore emission as well
as minimize fluorophore absorbance. The use of such an internal
control becomes important to resolve signal specificity when the



Table 2
Theoretical RET contribution to the measured net increase in red photons in homogeneous solutions.

Luciferase Fluorophorea Förster (nm) Filter (nm) Experimental IFILTER/IOPEN
b FFEM Theor. RET IRET/IOPEN % RET/experimental

pPpy_Green Alexa-750 4.93 780 8.72 � 10�4 0.341 5.96 10�6 0.68
pPpy_Green Qd800 11.9 780 6.72 � 10�3 0.341 1.46 10�7 0.0022
pGreen_Ren Alexa-647 5.8 680 3.33 � 10�3 0.322 1.51 10�5 0.45
pGreen_Ren Alexa-700 5.4 740 4.79 � 10�4 0.209 6.36 10�6 1.3
pGreen_Ren Alexa-750 4.73 780 1.76 � 10�4 0.341 4.70 10�6 2.7
Ppy enzyme Alexa-700 5.67 740 3.45 � 10�3 0.209 8.53 10�6 0.25
Ppy enzyme Alexa-750 4.93 780 7.79 � 10�4 0.341 5.99 10�6 0.77
pLux_Blue Qd705 11.7 720 1.97 � 10�2 0.486 2.57 10�7 0.0013

a The Qdots are at a final concentration of 180 nM (130 nm approximate distance) and the Alexas at 13.9 lM (31 nm).
b Net increase in luminescence intensity in the specified filter upon fluorophore addition compared to the PBS control.

Fig. 4. Non-targeted (A) vs. targeted (B) FUEL using luciferase-expressing bacteria. (A) Inset: mechanistic representation of the exciton production by the luciferase. (B) Inset:
example of targeting using biotinylated 1� antibodies recognizing the cell surface and streptavidin-conjugated Qdots. Illustration by Dr. A. Kawska at IlluScientia.com.
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Fig. 5. Example of FUEL using K. pneumoniae (pLux_Blue) targeted with Alexa-647 or Qd705. K. pneumoniae was labeled with a-Kp-biotA antibody, noted 1� (A), a-Kp-biotB,
noted 1�(B), or using PBS as a control. This was followed by the addition of a secondary component, noted as 2�: (A) SA-Alexa647 or (B) SA-Qd705, followed by a wash step ‘w’,
or not ‘u’. In the controls ‘PBS w’ and ‘PBS u’, PBS replaced the a-Kp Ab or the SA-conjugated fluorophore. The replicates are from four different overnight cultures.
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various experimental steps affect the cells differently. For example,
incubation of the cells with the primary antibody serum solution
stimulated the luminescence compared to the PBS control (data
not shown), which maybe due to nutrients present in the former.

In the case of the Alexa-Fluor 647 (Fig. 5A), the fluorescence
levels indicate that about 16% of the added fluorophore was tar-
geted to the cell surface at either degree of biotinylation, with
about 106 fluorophores per cell. In the washed cells, this fraction
of retained fluorophores does not lead to a significant increase in
red-shifted photons compared to the basal luminescence level in
the PBS controls. In other words, in the case of the Alexa-Fluor
647, the retained fraction of fluorophores after the wash is not
able to elicit significant FUEL. In the unwashed cells, the Alexa-
Fluor 647 addition leads to an indistinguishable increase in red
photons in the targeted vs. untargeted cells. This result confirms
that BRET is not taking place in this targeted configuration, since
the reduced exciton/acceptor distance in the targeted configura-
tion would lead to increased RET (Eq. (2)). In the case of the
Qd705 (Fig. 5B) in the same configuration, 46% of the Qdots were
retained by the cells (ca. 7000 Qdots per cell). This fraction was
sufficient to lead to a significant increase in red signal in the
washed cells. Nevertheless, in the unwashed Qdot samples, tar-
geted and untargeted formations lead to the same increase in
red signal. The net increase in red photons scales roughly linearly
with the fluorophore concentration regardless of targeting, since
the unwashed increase in red photons is about twice that of the
targeted washed Qdots.
Table 3
Theoretical RET contribution to the measured net increase in red photons in the targeted

Fluorophorea Förstera (nm) Filter (nm) Experimental IFILTER/IOPEN

Alexa-647 5.21 680 1.3 � 10�3,b

Qd705 11.7 720 1.4 � 10�3,c

a With the pLux_Blue as a donor.
b Net increase in the 680 filter in the unwashed Alexa-647 compared to the washed c
c Net increase in the 720 filter in the washed Qd705 cells compared to the PBS contro
d For LCW = 36 nm, RBACT = 500 nm, s = 10 ns and D = 5 � 10�6 cm2 s�1.
Therefore, despite the physical crowding of the fluorophores on
the targeted bacterial surface, the photons generated within the
cell respond solely to the bulk concentration of fluorophores. As
a means to understand how this physical constriction does not
translate into an optical constraint, the % optical coverage was cal-
culated as the fluorophore absorption cross section r (m2) multi-
plied by the number of retained fluorophores divided by the
surface area of the bacterium (assumed spherical, 1 lm diameter).
An upper bound for r (m2) was calculated from the maximum
extinction coefficient e (M�1 cm�1) as e ln(10) 0.1 NA

�1. The num-
ber of retained fluorophores were 335,000 and 6900 for the Alexa-
Fluor 647 and Qd705, respectively, with e on the order of 239,000
and 1.3 � 107 M�1 cm�1, corresponding to maximum optical cover-
ages on the order of 0.97% and 1.1%. This limited optical coverage
accounts for the fact that the photons generated within the cells,
despite targeting, are responding to the bulk concentration of the
fluorophores in solution.The experimental net increase in red light
upon fluorophore addition was compared to the theoretical RET
contribution (Eqs. (5) and (6)) using the more realistic parameters
estimates specified above. Under these conditions, RET contributes
up to 4% of the measured increase in red light (Table 3).

These results indicate that FUEL can be used to resolve targeting
in a homogeneous mix configuration but solely after a washing step
(Fig. 5B). The washing step requirement to resolve targeting using
FUEL inherently distinguishes this method from BRET, and further
supports the theoretical calculations that BRET is not significant in
the targeted case, and, therefore a fortiori, in the non-targeted case.
configuration.

FFEM Theor. RET ECYTO
d Theor. RET ECW

d % RET/experimental

0.322 3.8 � 10�7 2.1 � 10�7 0.014
0.486 7.7 � 10�5 4.2 � 10�5 4.0

ells.
ls.
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6. Perspectives

Our work presents FUEL as a conventional radiative excitation–
emission process that is able to occur under experimental condi-
tions where RET is negligible. In the mixed luminophore and
targeted luminescent bacteria configurations, the minor resonance
contribution was ascertained by comparing the intensity of the
experimental signal to its theoretical resonance counterpart.
Additional characteristics distinguish the behavior of the
red-shifted FUEL photons from RET:

� The variation of the experimental red peak as a function of fluo-
rophore concentration is quasi-linear, whereas in the case of
resonance, a doubling in acceptor concentration would lead to
a fourfold increase in red photons, due to the 6th power
distance relation, which leads to a square concentration
dependency.
� Depth, which is a macroscopic parameter, affects the experi-

mental red peak intensity significantly at constant fluorophore
concentration. In this case, the conserved microscopic distance
between fluorophores does not affect intensity of the RET-
dependent peak.
� Intensity of the red peak in the targeted-cell configuration is not

significantly higher than in the untargeted control at constant
fluorophore concentration, despite the decreased microscopic
distance of a significant fraction of fluorophores upon targeting.

Significantly, while our results showed that FUEL can occur
independently from RET, the converse cannot. FUEL is implicit as
a second mechanism yielding red photons and is therefore an
important, so far overlooked, component present in all RET mea-
surements. For example, in the light of our work, Huang et al.
[51] would likely interpret the slight red peak in the non-targeted
RET controls as the FUEL contribution to the signal. This result [51]
highlights the importance of designing appropriate RET controls to
account for the non-specific FUEL contribution. The abundance of
FUEL in any experimental condition will potentially alter the
empirical interpretation of RET when it occurs. Arguably, given
the minor RET contribution for quantum dots in solution shown
in Table 1, the red peak observed by Zhang et al. [52] with luminol
and non-targeted Qd800 at similar concentrations (200 nM) unli-
kely stems from resonance, all the more that the peak intensity
does not follow the square dependency discussed above. Along
with our results, other work [52] highlights the significance of
FUEL as a means to enhance detection while alleviating the need
for targeting. Consequently, the quantitative assessment of FUEL
must be considered critical to the detection, quantification and
interpretation of all fluorescence, bioluminescence and chemilumi-
nescence RET-based studies under any conditions.
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